DELIVERY AND ERECTION OF CONCRETE PRECAST ELEMENTS
Requirements for the delivery and installation of Concrete Precast Elements are covered by
AS 3850 and the National Code of Practice for Precast, Tilt-up and Concrete Elements in
Building Construction
The person with control of the workplace must ensure the following:


An OH & S Management Plan, traffic management plan, risk assessment and a Safe
Work Method Statement (SWMS) have been developed and approved;



That the SWMS is approved by the person in control, is signed off by those
performing the work and the supervisor in charge of works, reviewed and updated if
changes occur and is complied with at all times;



Select a crane with a capacity capable of lifting the heaviest panel plus the weight of
the rigging gear. (Note: Crane selection will not only be based upon weight but also
how far the crane must reach and how far the crane may have to travel with a panel);



Perform a site logistics review to determine any unusual challenges and identify
access and egress for equipment, material deliveries, and crane;



Perform a site inspection. Identify any underground hazards, overhead wires, rough
terrain, inclement weather or soft subgrade upon which the crane will travel. Make
notations of any corrections that need to be made or any hazardous areas;



Establish a controlled access zone prior to commencing and ensure that it is
maintained during erection of panels;



Hold a safety meeting before any lifting commences.

Training
The work is directly supervised by a person who has completed an approved course for
managers and supervisors in the construction industry concerning tilt-up work; and each
person involved in the work has completed an approved course for persons involved in tilt-up
work concerning the aspect of the tilt-up work in which the person is involved.
Erection documentation
The erection documentation prepared by the engineer should cover every aspect of the
erection process, including the:





Erection sequence;
Orientation (position relative to each other) of the concrete elements;
Configuration and size of erection braces and, where applicable, knee braces and
cross-bracing provided by the engineer;
Bracing details including type and angle (designed and certified by an engineer);



All documentation must be available onsite. The erection supervisor and crew must
review the load sequence in relation to the erection sequence prior to unloading. If
the sequence is out of order it is recommended the load be returned for reloading.

Delivery to site
Precast delivery considerations are part of the overall site traffic management plan, including
that traffic management plan controls are in place such as barricading, signage & traffic
controllers, crane and truck access to site is safe, and the ground is level & stable.
Unloading
Where the unloading sequence may lead to instability of load, panels shall be individually
restrained and the loading configuration shall be checked to ensure that removing individual
panels does not result in instability of the load and/or the vehicle. Restraints shall not be
removed until the crane takes the initial weight.
Rigging
The rigging system shall be specified in the shop drawings. Any alterations to the specified
rigging shall be approved by the panel designer before being implemented.
Erection Planning
Planning and use of cranes shall be in accordance with the appropriate parts of AS 2550,
and the following shall be taken into account:








Access and egress routes to, from, in and around the site;
Crane siting, to ensure clearance around structures and temporary braces, including
the braces of the panels to be erected before the crane is relocated;
Maintenance of public safety;
Proximity to power lines;
Ground support conditions, including suspended slabs;
Proximity to excavations and underground services;
Selection of lifting gear.

Lifting and placing
Lifting shall not be undertaken until the concrete in the panel and bracing footings have
attained their specified strength.





All personnel shall be outside the drop zone when lifting, tilting or rotating the panel
from horizontal to vertical. The use of dedicated spotters to prevent unauthorised
entry is highly recommended;
When taglines (tail ropes) are used to control the swing of the panel, personnel shall
work clear of the panel edges as the panel may slew sideways;
The lifting and placing method shall be such that sudden failure of the panel or
rigging will not endanger the crane or crane operator;
Panels shall not be lifted in winds that prevent control of the panel in all stages of
erection;






When it is necessary to attach the braces to the panel after the panel has been
positioned, the panels shall be held firmly and safely by the crane while the braces
are attached;
At no time shall any panel lean on any braced panel or other part of the structure
without prior approval from the designer;
Clutch release ropes shall not be used as taglines (tail ropes);
The load supported by the rigging shall not be released until the panel is either
adequately braced or incorporated into the supporting structure.

“ANYONE” who has not completed training concerning concrete tilt-up work “MUST
NOT” be allowed into the work area, no exceptions.

Builder’s delivery and erection responsibilities
checklist
Site Name and Address
OH&S / Builders Rep

Date;

/ /

Rigger in charge
MUST BE ADVANCED or INTERMEDIATE RIGGER

This checklist is to verify that precast concrete panels/elements have been manufactured, transported
and delivered to site in accordance with the National Code of Practice for Precast, Tilt-Up and
Concrete Elements in Building Construction (NCoP), and AS 3850.
This checklist must be completed by the site OH&S Representative (or the builder’s senior
management representative) in conjunction with the person from the erection crew appointed as the
‘rigger in charge’, before panels or elements are unloaded on site. If not completed by the site OH&S
Representative, a copy must be provided to them.
The ‘Qualification Register for Panel Erection’ below must also be completed.
The erection crew members are all suitably qualified to perform precast erection work
The approved Precast Manufacturers Certificate has been supplied with the Precast panels/
elements to site and has been correctly completed
The builder’s Erection Design Engineer (EDE) has certified the approved erection sequence, and
provided it to the erection crew
Erection crew SWMS’s are complete, appropriate and specific for this site
Precast delivery considerations are part of the overall site traffic control management plan,
including:
 crane and truck access to site is safe, and the ground is stable


ground surface for unloading delivery truck is level



there is adequate room for extended crane outriggers, crane tail/counterweight swing



there is a safe lifting route from the truck to the point of installation

Written confirmation that the required concrete strength for slab/footings (as per design
specifications) has been provided to the erection crew
The transport frame compliance plate/certificate of compliance is current and relevant
to the particular transport frame
Safe access to precast panels/elements lifting points has been provided
An exclusion zone and signage have been established

YES NO

Qualification register for panel erection
Project name and address
Prescribed Activities Register (Ticket Holder)

Name

Certification Type

Certificate Number

Activity involved in

*i.e. crane operation, supervision, panel securing etc

Trainee Register
Trainee Name

Activity involved in

Trainee
Logbook
Supplied

Supervisor

Period of experience in activity

